SICILY – AMALFI

7 Night Itinerary

Palermo – Lipari – Stromboli – Amalfi – Positano – Sorrento – Capri - Naples

Day 1

Palermo

The crew will be delighted to welcome you on
board.
Many poets, artists and men of letters mention
Palermo in their works, from Dante to Petrarca,
to D'Annunzio, but in particular Wolfgang Goethe,
in one of his letters of 1787 addressed to his
friend Carlotta von Stein, wrote that Palermo and
all the Sicily were ein unsäglich schönes Land, that
is "a land unutterably beautiful".

The largest city of Sicily and a jewel of
cosmopolitan medieval culture. Its ancient and
medieval historical district is larger than that of
any other Italian city except Rome and maybe
Naples. Southern Italy's entire historical legacy
exists along a kilometer of Corso Calatafimi --a
Phoenician-Carthaginian cemetery, Roman homes
(in Piazza Vittoria), Norman palaces (the Cuba and
Royal Palace) and Baroque churches. Perhaps no
other street in Europe boasts a heritage so
ancient and so varied.
The city doesn't only offer great cuisine and
fascinating history. Palermo also has some very
good shopping, and many of the better shops are
conveniently located in the city's centre around
Via Maqueda and Via Libertà, especially on the
side streets, where you'll find shops that sell
everything from antiques to Sicilian-made
specialty goods like ceramic items and original
jewelry.
The Sicilian capital city is dotted with plenty of
amazing monuments such as its Cathedral, the
Chiesa della Martorana, the Norman and the Zisa
Palaces and a beautiful historical center. Visit the
Palazzo dei Normani and Monreale Cathedral.
Palazzo dei Normani is a monumental complex
started by the Arabs and enlarged by the
Normans, which contains Palermo’s artistic
highlight, the Cappella Palatina, with its glowing
Byzantine-influenced mosaics.

Day 2

Lipari

In the morning the Captain will find a deserted
bay on the island of Lipari for you to enjoy a
swim. Lipari Island is the largest of the Aeolian
Islands (48 km2). The dominating colours of white
pumice-stones scattered round the coastline and
black obsidian of Castellaccio Vecchio accentuate
the island's volcanic nature.
After a leisurely swim in Lipari we will set off for
Stromboli a distance of about 2 hours. This 924 m
high lava mountain, which drops abruptly down
to 2000 m below sea-level, is Europe's biggest
active volcano after Etna. It covers 12.6 km2 and
its dominating picture is its impressive crater: a
sort of natural lighthouse situated on the
easternmost Aeolian island. During the night, the
glittering “sciara" of fire (the red-hot flow
descending towards the sea) can clearly be seen
from the sea

Day 3

Stromboli

Enjoy a leisurely cruise to the smallest of the
seven Aeolian Islands, the remote island of
Panarea which was briefly mentioned in the
Odyssey. Its cliffs, white cube buildings, blue sea
and even bluer sky make up a stunning picture. A
couple of hours to peek into the beautiful
treasures of the local church, and walk to the
prehistoric village of Punta Milazzese (a hutvillage dating back to the Bronze Age).
After a leisurely swim in Lipari we will set off for
Stromboli a distance of about 2 hours. This 924 m
high lava mountain, which drops abruptly down
to 2000 m below sea-level, is Europe's biggest
active volcano after Etna. It covers 12.6 km2 and
its dominating picture is its impressive crater: a
sort of natural lighthouse situated on the
easternmost Aeolian island. During the night, the
glittering “sciara" of fire (the red-hot flow
descending towards the sea) can clearly be seen
from the sea.

Day 4

Amalfi

We will cruise to Amalfi while you enjoy your
breakfast so that you can take in the beautiful
scenery en route. Amalfi lies at the mouth of a
deep ravine, at the foot of Monte Cerreto (1,315
meters, 4,314 feet), surrounded by dramatic cliffs
and coastal scenery. Today is a day for relaxation,
swimming and water sports! Of course a stroll
around town in the early evening is a must.

Day 5

Positano

Steinbeck wrote. "It is a dream place that isn’t
quite real when you are there and becomes
beckoningly real after you have gone." Positano is
a small town and comune on the Amalfi Coast, in
Campania, Italy. The main part of the city sits in
an enclave in the hills leading down to the coast.
We suggest swimming in the morning and then
visit the town in the afternoon.
Positano is a must for dinner. Now the problem is
there are too many places to choose from!!!
Penne with prawns and arugula at La Cambusa
overlooking the beach. Hundreds of candles, the
prettiest terrace and gourmet treats at La
Sponda, Le Sirenuse Hotel. For those slow food
aficionados, why not head for the eagle’s nest at
Il Ritrovo, Montepertuso. The choice is yours. Let
us know in advance so that we can reserve for
you.

Day 6

Sorrento

Enjoy a leisurely lunch en route to your first
destination, Sorrento.
In the afternoon we can organise transfers to take
you to the fascinating ruins of Pompei. Well
preserved in ash and lava after an eruption of
Mount Vesuvio in AD 79. Pompei offers the best
insight anywhere to what life in a big city must
have been like 2000 years ago.
In the evening enjoy a stroll through the
surprisingly pleasant old town of Sorrento. This
gateway to the Amalfi coast has an unspoiled old
quarter, a lively main shopping street with a
spectacular cliff side setting. Perhaps dinner can
be organised at the three Michelin star Don
Alfonso, Sant’Agata sui Due Golfi.

Day 7

Capri

Capri is the pearl of the Bay of Naples. This busy,
world-famous island has much to offer. Take the
funicular railway up to Capri town or ride in an
open topped taxi.
In the morning take the nerve-tingling drive to
Anacapri to see Axel Munthe’s Villa San Michele
and its sublime gardens.
Of course you must leave time for the Blue
Grotto. No visit to Capri would be complete
without an excursion by rowing boat to the
surreal Grotto
Enjoy a delicious dinner at L’Olivio, the Michelin
starred restaurant at the Capri Palace and
perhaps have drinks with the in-crowd on the
terrace at Grand Hotel Quisisana.
Please note that we are not allowed to use our
tenders in Capri and will have to use local boats
to transfer guests ashore.

Day 8

Naples

Disembarkation at 12:00 hrs

This itinerary is subject to weather conditions prevalent at the time.

